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Cheat sheet warranty claim
All warranty claims to Trejon must be filled out via trejon.se and the reserved area ”Support”.  
For Trejon to handle a warranty claim the warranty certificate must be registered at Trejon.  
Pictures should always be attached.
Invoices and other material should also be attached.

1. Log in at trejons.se with your username (e-mail) and password.

2. Under Claims you have the following menu:

 Create claim = Register new claim

 Open claims = Saved claims (claims you have started and saved).

 Claims in process = Claims sent to Trejon. You can open it to look at it, but not make any 
changes.

 Claims needing attention = Here you find incomplete claims (marked in pink colour).  
These claims can be re-opened and completerd with the information asked for by Trejon 
(more pictures, detailed descriptions etc) 
This area MUST be monitored by the administrator of the claim.

 Finished claims = Here you find all closed claims.
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3. Click on ”Register Claim” to start a new claim.
 Here you can search for machines registered at your company. You can search by Se-

rial number, service item number and name.
 Both Serialnumber och Service item number can be found on the invoice from Trejon.

 By checking the ”Results from all dealers” you can select machines in our system from 
all dealers.

4. Specify for example the serial number of the machine and press ”Search”.  
Choose the correct machine by pressing ”Select machine”
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5. When you have chosen the machine you can see the information about the machine and 
its owner. Here you can see if the machine is within the warranty (date of purchase) or not.

 If you have the correct machine you choose ”Create Claim”, if you wish to change machine 
you click on ”Back”.

 Be ready with pictures, copies of invoices etc. This will speed up the time it takes to fill out 
the warranty report.
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6. The warranty form is opened which you fill out as detailed as possible.
 

Attach pictures and other files which can help us in the handling of the claim.
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7. To attach used spareparts in the claim cklick on ”Add Parts” under Parts.  
Fill out the part number ”Seach SKU” and press ”Search” - a list will open up. 
Choose the right part and the quantity, then press ”Add”.

 Add more parts if you want or go back to the warranty form.

Attach files the same way as with spareparts. Allowed formats are: 
jpeg, pjg, png, gif, pdf, xls och xlsx
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8. When the form is filled out you click on ”Register claim”. The following message is 
shown:

 Click ”OK” to register, or ”Avbryt” to make changes. When the report is sent to Trejon 
you can no longer make any changes.

 The claim can be printed, otherwise it is saved under ”Claims in process”.

9. The claim will now be treated by Trejon. You find it under ”Claims in process”. 
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10. If Trejon has any questions in the matter the correspondence will take place on the 
web. The person who has registred the claim must monitor the claim.

 
 If there are uncertainties or ambiguities the claim will be sent back and saved under 

”Answers from Trejon”  which is marked in pink color.
 You re-open the claim by clicking on ”Resume claim”. Now it is possible to add more 

text, pictures or other information and files. 
 Register the claim again to send it back to Trejon.
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11. When the work with your claim is finished, it will appear under ”Finished claims”.
 If the claim is approved, you will receive a credit-note from Trejon.
 If the claim is NOT approved, you will receive a zero-invoice with explanation and  

justification from Trejon.


